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PATTY HOLLINGER

The S. U. Board of Trustee syesterday issued a
progressive moral and financial support to S- U.s Black
Student Union's desire to recruit minority students.
The statement will enable S. U. to expand its program of recruiting and facilitate the enrollment of both
entering freshmen and transfer students from minority
groups.
The action grew from an will increase the recruitment
open forum discussion three scope.
weeks ago between the B.S.U.
WILSON feels that many miand Urban Affairs Committee nority
students wanted to attend
members. BSU members volunS. U.but up until now were proteered to assist in recruiting if hibited
by the high tuition cost.
the University would assure the He now hopes a type of "packIt
necessary financial aid. is an age
deal" involving financial
effort toward involving S.U. in
to those qualified will elimaid
educating a larger number of inate the
financial barrier.
black students.
present minority enS.
U.s
Two steps are outlined in the rollment is 8.2 per cent with
are
scheduled
statement which
black students making up 3.5
to be implemented soon. The per cent of the total student
first calls for the appointment body.
of a coordinator for minority
The present minority student
students who will be assigned to enrollment
includes 303 out of
expedite the process of obtain3678. This
ing admission, financial aid and a total enrollment ofstudents,
81
includes 128 black
counselling

Orientals, 43 Filipinos, 17 Ameri-

THE SECOND calls for Uni-

versity funds, with

the institution's financial limitations, to be
made available for the support

Spectator Photos by Bob Kegel

75 Teachers
To Leave;
13 Recruited

of qualified but needy minority
students.
The statement concluded with:
"Within its financial resources,
S. U. will provide educational
opportunities for increasing
numbers of minority students
By DON NELSON
on both a short-term and longterm basis."
Fifteen members of the S. U.
During the discussion with Ur- faculty will not be returning
ban Areas committee members, next fall, according to the AcaS. U.s director of Urban Af- demic Vice-President Fr. Edfairs Brian Cullerton said, the mund Morton.
B.S.U. expressed strong interest
The depletion will be filled by
in the areas of both recruitment thirteen additions to next year's
and financial aid for black stu- staff. Some of them will be
dents, and implementation of a former faculty members returning from leaves of absence.
black studies curriculum.

Both Seattle University's and
Seattle Community College's
Black Student Union's havebeen
actively working toward fuller
participationof blacks in college
education this week.
The above pictures show the
scene at SCC located three
blocks north of S.U. Events at
SCC erupted after their BSU
chapter demanded the seatingof
a black member on the Board

of Trustees.
Emile Wilson,S.U.s BSU president, commented that the S.U.
organization's primary concern
is their work at S.U. Their present situation, he said, is in a
state where they could noteither
affirm or disapprove actions taken by other BSU chapters.
While SCC has been ringed
with police, pickets and students, Wilson and other BSU
members have been working
through the Urban Affairs Committee to aid in recruiting more
minority students to S.U.

can Indians and 34 students with
Spanish surnames.

CULLERTON noted the BSU
THOSE leaving include: Major George H. Biddle. R.O.T.C;
gave priority to recruitment because they felt that without an Dr. Theodore S Chihara. Proincreased black enrollment, the fessor of Mathematics; Robert
curriculum could not be utilized J. Cross, Librarian; Dr. Richto its fullest extent.
ard A. Davidson, Associate ProThe Urban Affairs committee fessor of English; Carole Jean
was described as a "catalyst" Fitzgerald, Assistant Professor
by Cullerton. It imDlements dis- of Nursing.
cussion between BSU officers,
Others are: Catherine Green,
the administration, and the Assistant Professor of Physical
Education; Virginia E. Kelley,
Board of Trustees.
Assistant
Professor of Nursing;
presiBSU
Wilson,
Emiles
dent, said that they have not Major Eugene L. Oliver,
finalized plans for recruitment. R.O.T.C; Dr. James T Reilly,
However,he said that their main Associate Professor of Psycholefforts may be directed toward ogy; Dr James W. Robinson,
recruiting junior collegestudents. Dean of the School of Business;
Earl M. Tower, Lecturer and
Supervisor of Education; Mary
ONE OF the problems men- L.
Williams, Instructor of Nursand
by
both
Wilson
Cultioned
ing,
and Roger A. Yockey, Inprolerton was that state law
hibits direct recruitment by col- structor of Journalism.
The commencement exercise lege students in high schools.
doctor of law degree along with
ON LEAVES of absence will
It became evident in Wilson's be Dr. George O. Flynn, AsDr. Richard Fuller, president of will cap the two-day graduation
begins
of
the
Robert
with
the
discussion
statement
that
Museum;
schedule which
Seattle Art
sistant Professor of History. He
the program definitely has es- will accept a visiting Associate
O'Brien, chairman Pacific Car baccalaureate solemn high mass
long-range
goals
which Professorship of History at Indiand Foundry and the S.U. Board at 10 a.m. Saturdayin St. James tablished
of Regents; and Joshua Green, Cathedral. Other events include
ana University.
Seattle banker and financier.
a brunch and reception.
Sister Rosemarie McCartin.
Associate Professor of Psychology, will work in the field of developmental and learning phycchology at the U.W.
Returning from leaves of abThe Tabard Inn has announced several changes in its sence will be Diana Bader. 0.P.,
of Theolschedule and hours for summer Associate Professor
Mrs. Shirley M. Haryell,
Distribution time for the 1969 copies of the Aegis on Monday. quarter. Also it has tentatively ogy:
Assistant Professor of Nursing:
Aegis is fast approaching. The This will enable those who must scheduled entertainment for Sat- Dr. Glenn W. Ol?en, Associate
pick
urday
evening
the
senior
up
copy
leave town to
their
after
240 page yearbook is off the immediately after commence- reception in Campion.
Professor of History: William L.
Taylor. Assistant Professor of
currently
being
bound. ment.
press and
Tabard
The
will be closed to- English, and Mary Lou Wyse,
night. It
(Continued on Page 8)
The first copies of the Aegis
Distribution on Monday will morrow and FridayWednesday,
again
on
will
close
will be distributed to seniors also be restricted to seniors.
only on Saturday immediately Books may be picked up from 9 June 11, for Spring quarter
after the senior Brunch from a.m. until 3 p.m. in the book- finals.
neither rain,nor
approximately 2:30-4:30 p.m. in store foyer.
The coffeehouse will re-open
The nddressonraph machine,
during
days
the bookstore foyer.
class
and stay open
which t- used for mailin "> offUNDERCLASSMEN may re- of summer quarter. Summer
campus Spectator subscriptions
has been broken for several
ONLY a limited number of ceive their copies from June 3 quarter hours will be from 7
through
Monday
June 6 in the bookstore a.m. to 2:30 p.m.,
months. A new machine has
books will be available for the
been secured, however, andthe
Saturday distribution. There- foyer from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. through Friday.
past issues will be sent out.
fore, seniors who will be in
All students must present their
Coffee and rolls will be served
The Spectator is sorry for the
town the following week have current student body card when in the morning. Sandwiches will
inconvenience to subscriber
been asked to pick up their picking up Aegis copies.
be served for lunch.

Two-Day Graduation Exercises
Begin May 31 for 905 Students
Robed in colorfully trimmed
academic gowns, 905 S.U. stud-

ents will officially graduate
Sunday in the Seattle Center
Arena at 2:30 p.m. during S.U.s
sixtieth and largest commencement exercise.
Bachelor degrees will be given
to 732 graduating seniors. Masters degrees go to 173 students
and four honorary doctorate degrees will be presented.
ARTHUR GRAY, Union Pacific Railroad Foundation president, will emphasizein his commencement address "that in a
world where everything seems
to be challenged and change is
the order of the day" the two
things which will remain unchanged are the generation gap
and increasing costs of higher
education.
Gray will receive an honorary

Lost Spec
Today's paper is the last issue
of The Spectator for this school

year. Publication will resume
in early October.

Tabard Inn Sets
'69 Aegis Distribution Set Summer Hours
Next Week in Bookstore

...
...
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Drug Symposium:

Editorial

Speaker Raps Drug "Hysteria"

-30The cryptic number above has a special significance
to Spectator staffers this time of year. Usually, it
signifies "the end" of a piece of copy. This issue, it
symbolises the end of a year's hard work, the end of
on editor's reign, the end of one tiny bit of history.
Traditionally, the "30" editorial is the retiring editor's opportunity to sum up the accomplishments of his
stewardship to the readers toward whom he is obliged.
IT IS A task that this retiring editor views with
mixed emotions.
This has not been an exciting year. We have slain
no dragons, tilted no windmills. This should be a dissappointment, except that we planned it that way.
EARLY this year, surveying the wreckage which
survived the disasterous administrative over-reaction to
the "dangerous" controversies The Spectator had carried the previous spring, we decided that it was not
our fate to be a "crusading editor."
Administrators had hair-trigger nerves, watching
warily for deviations from their brand of truth, staff
members were down to a haggard five, and the first
few issues had us all on tranquilizers.
THIS, we decided, was going to be a year of consolidation.
So consolidate we have. On a foundation of four
or five emotionally frazzled and physically exhausted
staffers who held the Spec together through a traumatic
Fall quarter, we have built a staff of young workers
whoare both competent and creative.
BUT WE are still asked, all too frequently, why we
"wasted" a year trying to do a good job on Smoke
Signals and Hiyu Coolee notes, when there was more
exciting material on hand. It is true, of course, that we
might have easily filled the pages of the Spec with loud
and shallow trivia, "canned" material from radical services, and other hokum.
Our rejection of this easy way out stems from our
rather basic belief that there is room in collegiate
journalism for a real NEWS-paper a journal that relates the facts fully and interprets them fairly.
We must admit that this view makes us rather
eccentric among college newspapers, the majority of
which have completely abandoned themselves to onesided servitute to particular political cliques. Neverthe less, we feel that,if we take the time to learn to
use it correctly, our philosophy will pay off.
Now, we have spent a full year in just this pursuit,
and it has made The Spectator immensely stronger. We
put to sea in a dinghy, and turn over to our successor
a man-o'war.
And if administrators, ASSU types and other
assorted bogeymen have grown complacent this past
year, you are forewarned that we turn over the editorship to a young lady with fire in her eyes and ink in
her veins, who can slay dragons, tilt windmills and
powder her nose all in one operation.
The consolidation is over. Now the action starts.

are primarily drug users in the
By MARCY BENCKERT
Concern over the "era of hys- ghetto and this is not an accuteria" being generated by the rate overall sample."
widespread use of drugs in our
Another argument against the
society was expressedby speak- use of marijuana is that it imers at the drug symposium held pairs safe driving. Dr. Halpern
Friday in Pigott auditorium to cited a Motor Vehicle Departan audience of about 600 per- ment study which showed that
sons.
an intoxicated driver is a much
"We live in a drug oriented greater hazard than someone
society," said Dr. Duke D. Fish- who uses marijuana.
er, staff psychiatrist at the OakDr. Halpern said that there
land Naval Hospital.
is no physical dependence from
using marijuana, but there is
"THERE ARE not any bad some phychological dependence
or dangerous drugs," Dr. Fisher on the drug.
said. "What is bad is the way
in which they are used."
THE AUDIENCE al.-^o heard
"Users possess a subjective the story of Armondo Mendoza,
feeling of improvement but an an inmate from McNeil Island
objective loss of ability," the who was convicted for posses-

psychiatrist continued.
"Drug abusers also come to
possess a missionary spirit,"
Dr. Fisher stated. "They want
everyone, especiallytheir friends
relatives, to turn-on."

DR. FISHER said that when
students are asked why they
turn to drugs, the answer is

sion of heroin and sentenced

to 30 years imprisonment.
He informed the audience
that a lack of warmth in the
home drove him into the streets.
"The streets were my family,"
he said. "The gang was my
family."

"I found in the street a set

of values that was to determine
my life," Mendoza said.
WHEN ASKED whether he
would ever go back to j drugs
after being released froni prison, Mendoza replied, "No, I
have never been as high on
drugs as Iam at this moment.
Ihave found myself and Iwill
never need drugs again."

Ballard Printing
& Publishing
Wedding Invitations
Brochures
Mailers & Sales Literature
Union Shop
5410 Bollard N.W.
SU 4-3400

often, "I want to know who I

am."
Dr. Lawrence Halpern, associate professor of pharmacology
at the University of Washington,
elaborated on the family background of drug users. "Many
users have unknowable parents," he said.
At home, the parents provide
their children with the necessities of life but don't show their
real personalities because they
are too involved with jobs or
club activities, Halpern related.
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DR. HALPERN, director of
the U.W. drug abuse center,

commented that the arguments
against the use of marijuana are

somewhat unrealistic.

"The stepping stone theory—
that those who use marijuana
will progress to hard drugs is
false," Dr. Halpern said. "The
living conditions of those studied

v

is

Budget Deadline
Student clubs and organizations maypick up budget requests for the 1969-70 student
activities budget in the ASSU

office.
Budget requests must be
submitted to the ASSU treasurer's office by June 12.

hot potato.
If the ground around you has the tendency
to sizzle, we've been looking for you.
Dig this: You don't have to be buried in middle-class conformity
Branch out and grow.
Sack the world and take it with you back to the Father.
It's hard ground to cover, but you won't die on the Vine.

—

"
"
get the message spread the Word
JESUITS ARE THERE

"
"
Liturgical Development

"

Home & Foriegn Missions
Research: Social, Scientific, Historical
Inner City
High Schools
Migrant Labor
Universities

"

"

Counseling

YOU COULD BE THERE, TOO.
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709 Third Street, Renton
Northqate Mall, Seattle
420 Pine Street. Seattle
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Top
ASB
Awards
Harmon Named Teacher of Year Business Majors
History Prof Wins

S.U.s Distinguished Teacher
of the Year is Charles R. (Bob)
Harmon, who was recently promoted to the rank of associate
professor of history.
Harmon, a 1950 S.U. graduate
with a master's degree from the
University of Washington, was
recently awarded a Danforth
Associateship in recognition of
teachingexperienceandinvolvement in student affairs.

big-little sisters
Any coed interested in be"ing a Big Sister to an incoming freshman coed shouldcontact the AWS office between
now and June 12th.

HARMON, who was selected
by the Academic Council, will
receive a plaque recognizing his
S.U honor at the senior brunch,
May 31.
On the University faculty since
1953, he directed evening classes
for six years while teachingpart
time. He has been a full-time
member of the history department since 1961 and taught in
and helped to direct three Na-

The Associated Students of Sigma and Bonny Lally, presiBusiness lunched at Bellarmine dent of Phi Chi Theta.
yesterday for their awards banRon Coleman, past president
of Alpha Kappa Psi, and J. W.
quet.
Recognition for work on The McClellan, MBA director, both
Professional, the School of Busi- received a personal award from
ness newspaper, went to Rick Dean James Robertson for outTripple, the first editor, and standing contribution to the
School of Business. Coleman
Paul Toohey, present editor.
was given an honor award.
Honor awards were given to: also
Carpenter, junior busiTom
Osborn,
Marketing
Mark
Club
president; Bill Teglia, Account- ness major, was named new
ing Club president; John Matej- ASB president.
ka, president of Beta Gamma

tional Defence Education Act
history summer institutes.
HE IS faculty moderator of
the S.U. Hawaiian Club, has recruited high school students and
accompanied the varsity basketball team on road games.
Harmon taught at St. Martin's
College, where he was a student
for a year, before joining the
S.U. faculty.
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Ten seniors have been chosen
ASSU Merit Scholars. This recognition is given to those who
"have exhibited not only academic excellence but loyalty
both to their school and to the
ASSU," according to Dick McDermott, ASSU president.
Those receiving the honor include: Toni Clark, Mary Hermann, Leo Hindery, Theresa
Mcßr id c, Michael Palandri
Michael Roach, Barbara Trachte, Patrick Welch, Cathy Donohue and Theodore O'Connell.
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Ben Cashman and Dr. Joseph
Monda have been elected to the
Faculty Senate. They have
named from membership of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Cashman of S.U.s political
science department was elected
to a three year term.

Dr. Monda. chairman of the

English department, was elected
to a one-year term.
The results were announced by

Fr. Robert Bradley, S.J., dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences.

II
W/1

Alison Fry has been named
AWS Girl of the Month for May.
A graduating senior and retiring
president of AWS, Alison has
been an active student during
her four years at SU.
She is a 21-year-old psychology major from Spokane.
As a freshman she was secretary of Marycrest Hall. She was
secretary of her sophomore
class and a member of Spurs,
and during her junior year she
was an advisor at Marycrest and
AWS vice-president.
Honorable mention went to
Lou Antush, a former Spur and
President of Town Girls, and
Toni Clark, out-going AWS secretary and also a former Spur.

Alison Fry

Frosh Orientation
A general meeting of those
present freshmen interested in
working on next fall's Freshman Orientationis scheduledfor
7:30 p.m. tonight in the library
auditorium.
Policies pertaining to beanies,

enforcement day and the theme
of the entire program will be

discussed.
Those students who wish to
work on an orientation committee this summer but cannot
attend the meeting should contact the proper committeechair-

man.
' '

To Faculty
Senate Seats

Alison Fry Named
Girl Of The Month

FLORIST

Au&t tne Selection

ASSU Names
Merit Scholars

Two Elected

Official Notice

Diplomas and transcripts of
graduating 'eniors will not be

released until all financial and
library obligations are cleared.
A list of graduates who do not
yet have clearances has been
posted on the bulletin boards.
Graduates whose names appear on this list are to report
to registrar's office for instructions. A final hold list will be
circulated at rehear al tomorrow.
Caps and "owns may be picked up bewteen 2 and 4 p.m.
tomorrow in the foyer of Pigott auditorium, and at the Seattle Center Display Hall from
1 to 2 p.m. on Sunday.
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TODAY

Meetings
SIL: noon in Ba 312

_
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Activity
Gamma Sigma Phi: 7:30 p.m.
meeting at 1116 James, Apt. 23.
Spectator: 7 p.m. banquet at the
Graduating Gammas are invited. Beach Broiler. Meet at Spec at
fi;3
P-m for ride
Activity
Physics Club: Seminar on Modi- VriAmr
fied Nuclear Levels from 1:30-2:15 r aaxV
Meeting
p.m. in BA 312.
Marketing Club: 10 a.m. in XaI.X.'s: annual Spring Pledge
Class banquet, 7 p.m. at Knights vier.
of Columbus Hall. Initiation and JUNE 5
a scavenger hunt from 1-5 p.m.
Meeting
at the house will precede the banquet.
Spectator: important, mandaHiyu Coulees: see the L.A. bul- tory meeting for all 1969-70 staff
concerning
spring
letin board
members at 2:15 in the newsroom,
overnight, initiation, nominations, june 7
elections, shoulder patches and
Activity
summer schedule.
Spectator: Saturday picnic. See
TnMDPROW
I
UMUMMUW
s third floor buuetin board no-

"

1111

IjmS

''^

Creative Writers: last meeting of
pm' in Xavier

Meeting

tice.

-
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Pseudo-psyched out:

Mystics Reveal 'Real' Ed.-to-be

EXAM SCHEDULE
SPRING QUARTER 1969
EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
3, 4, and 5 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES
meeting reguarly at:
EXAMINATION TIME
Thursday, June 12 10:10-12:00
8:10
_
_
Monday,
June 9 10:10-12:00
9:10
Tue:day,
June 10 10:10-12:00
10:10...Wednesday, June 11 10:10-12:00
11:10...Thursday, June 12 1:10-3:00
12:10
June 9 1:10- 3:00
Monday,
1:10
June 10 1:10- 3:00
Tuesday,
2:10
Wednesday, June 11 1:10- 3:00
3:10
..Thursday, June 12 3:10-5:00
4:10

By SHERYL M. HENRY
AND KATHY SEDLAK
What's ina name, a signature,
or a palm, or a face, or a horoscope for that matter?
Well, some say there are lost
of things. So, picking up an idle
planchette and a pen, we two
amateur occultists set out to
demonstrate the theories of parapsychology through the person
of next year's Spectator editorin-chief, Patty Hollinger.
Patty didn't lend herself any
to willingly, it might be noted,
to this in-depth study, but as
fortune would have it, we managed to squeeze a scrap of writing from her inkpad and even a
signature.
Her wide script indicates that
Patty is an extrovert and that
she is uninhibited in her speech.
The wide spaces between words
shows a lack of spontaneity in
her thoughts. The right-slant of
the script implicates Patty's
concern with society, her massmindedness and emotional ex-

1 and 2 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES
with first scheduled weekly class at:

EXAMINATION TIME
Thursday, June 12 8:10- 9:00
B:lo— Monday
June 9 8:10- 9:00
B:lo— Tuesday.......Monday,
Tuesday,
June 10 8:10- 9:00
9:lo— Monday
Wednesday, June 11 8:10- 9:00
9:lo— Tuesday
Thurday, June 12 9:10-10:00
10:10— Monday
Monday,
10: 10— Tuesday
June 9 9:10-10:00
June 10 9:10-10:00
Tuesday,
11:10— Monday.
Wednesday, June 11 9:10-10:09
11:10— Tuesday
Thursday, June 12 3:10- 4:00
12:10— Monday
Monday,
June 9 3:10-4:00
12:10— Tuesday
Tuesday,
June 10 4:10-5:00
I:lo— Monday

ALL HS 103 SECTIONS

Monday,

Rooms, Quiz:

A— PSSI

B— LA 321

proves fruitful; narrow and restrcted outlook on life; nature

that is not socially inclined; independence in work can prove
successful; inflexibility; inability to take an objective view of
things; lack of adaptability.
As pertains to her fingers,
Patty's are thin and straight.
Thinness denotes that the mind
predominates over the body.
Straightness indicates a smooth
and easy talent for self-expres-

sion.
Her evenly set fingers show
that she is balanced and has
common sense, with a strong
and distinctive individuality.

PORTRAIT OF AN EDITOR:
PATTY HOLLINGER
every-day life which concerns
her occupation or profession.
powerwith
a
association
Patty is quite friendly when
ful organization (the Mafia);
forceful personality; a hard well-acquainted and on very intaskmaster; a tendency to be timate terms; more so, in fact,
unmindful of the feelings of than she appears to be, because
others.
her nose tells us that she canStarting close to her wrist, not demonstrate her friendship
Patty's Success Line runs over in a very active way.
the Mount of the Moon. This
PATTY'S CHIN shows that her
indicates sure success early in her intentions are upright as
life; constructive and progresfar as justice can be managed
sive maintenance of exceptional and she can be trusted.
success. She will be particularly
Her horoscope tells us that
successful in drama or art, hav- Patty, a Saggitarian, is honest,
ing a poetic imagination ,and fearless, and
unselfish. She has
will achieve riches and renown.
keen insight and is frank and
direct, inclined even to being
PATTY'S PHYSIOGOMY
And now that very important brusque. Her soul age, a mathpart of a parapsychological an- ematical computation derived
alysis, the study of the physical from her birthdate, indicates
specimen itself. Patty's nose in- that she will be happiest as a
dicates that she is very intuitive, preacher, a Bible teacher, an
full of sensitive impulses and actress, a musician, or as a
easily repulsed by persons of writer.
gross natures. She is more in
There is much to be said
harmony with all that is in- about the occult, the parapsyspiring and vivid than with the chological,and it cannot be said
common or the familiar.
here. This has been only a
The nose, furthermore, indi- sketching attempt at analyzing
cates a distaste for abstract or the future editor of the Spectacomplex subjects, as she per- tor. If we have offended her or
fers to think and talk about falsely represented her in any
practical, substantial matters, way, we apologize, and humbly
matters of interest directly in ask, "what's in a name?"

E— LA 204
F— LA 224

3:10- 5:00
G— LA 322
H— LA 219

The following courses which meet only one day a
week will have the final examination on the last
class day:
Hs 499
EE424
Art 352
Bl 304
(A&B)
Art 336
Art 353
Ch 127
Art 221
Art 346
Art 453
Pis 492
Art 347
Dr 405
Sc 482
PE 318
Sph 405
Ed 330
Art 323
EE 462
& 331
Art 334
Art 348
Hs 200
Art 335
Art 351
All classes in conflict with this schedule, classes not
provided for, and lab only classes meet at last
scheduled class period.

travagance.

ASCENDING LINES in her
script are due to her excitable
nature, her restlessness, or even
a possible lack of a sense of
reality. The relative heaviness
in Patty's regular script is due
to a certain amount of obstinacy or clumsiness.
The variation of her signature
from the rest of Patty's writing
is a consequence of a cunning
mind and the largeness of the
capital letters is due to her
egocentricity and immaturity.
The t's in her signature are executed with a thin loop in the
upper zone, indicative of conceit.
THE PALM OF PATTY
Miss Hollinger owns a rather
narrow palm on her hand. This
indicates a tendency to be selfish; a lack of fellow feeling;
introspective nature; self-centeredness; capacity for concentration, which, when well directed,

C— P3O5
D— F454

June 9

ing for a high executive posi-

tion;

WEDDING INVITATIONS
Spring Special
15% discount
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Count on us to do a perfect
printing job for your
wedding announcements
and invitations.
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All our work is done with the most
up-to-date equipment. And it shows.
us soon.

®Call.

EA 3-3577
HEATH PRINTERS
1617 BOYLSTON

SEATTLE. WASH 98122

PATTY HAS A curved thumb,

which is by far the best kind
to have if you know anything
about thumbs because a curved
thumb denotes a set of self-con-

INTERVIEWING FOR SUMMER OFFICE JOBS
Be a KELLY GIRL employee

fidence,

cautiousness.
The small fork at the end of
her mentality line brings out

Patty's flair for writing.
Patty's heart line is too personal a matter to discuss here,
but it does indicate that she
tends to appreciate the innate
longings of the human flesh as
well as having a healthy response to normal and healthy

sex allure. She will also tend
to be jealous and possessive of
the things she loves.
THE FATEOUS FATE line
of Patty originates from the
Mount of the Moon, denoting a

KELLY SERVICES
Kelly Girl Division

1002 4th& Pike Building

Equal Opportunity Employer

FLOWERS FOR THE BRIDE

The cake is the most important part
of your wedding reception. All of your
guests will view, taste and comment

career which is associated with
the public (a white line down
the middle of the highway
painter, maybe?); a good deal
of ability is required to draw
revenue from uncertain and ca-

pricious sources; strong individuality; tendency to enter some
profession of free-lance work.
Then the line sweeps in a generous curve towards the base of
her index finger, indicating ambitious striving for power; tendency to reach out for position
of authority (Yeah, yeah); capacity for organizational work
(a union president, huh?); crav-

MA 4-5959

about its elegance. You can't afford

Broadway
Central
Florists
410 Broadway E.
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make a mistake. Neither can we.

BAKE-RITE BAKERY
1414 14th

Aye.
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explanation

program (depending, oi
course, upon what one considers
to be a worthy goal).
Mr. Lynch, also, presents some
agreeable (through vague) ideas
concerning the possibility of a cohesive university community. I
am concerned, however, with his
general condemnation of the student body as implicitely insincere, unfriendly,andunconcerned.

To the Editor:

Reference is made to your article in the Friday, May 23rd issue, "We're No. 1" concerning admissions policies at Seattle University allegedly according to the
May hsue of True magazine.

First of all the contention "that
S.U. (and its cohorts) requires
that its admittees have little or
no college preparatory study,
barely 'C grades previous to comin-T," etc. is neither accurate in
actual admissions practice at S.U.
nor a statement of fact concerning the article in the magazine.
The author on page three of the
article states that profile areas on
admissions profile may apply to
a given college, or to some but not
others in a group. It should not be
necessary to point out that at
S.U. a high school graduate applicant with little or n^t college
preparatory study or with grades
averaging 'D' will not be favorably considered by The Board of
Admissions.
A closer acquaintanceship with
page 21 of the University Bulletin
concerning unit requirements
mi~ht be salutary, i.e., 16 unit- in
high school are required. Further,
a student may be admitted with
one unit deficiency but this must
be removed during the freshman
year. This requirement, which is
adhered to by the Admissions
Board, is a far cry from "little or
no college preparatory studies."
In all fairness, it should be
stated that the Admi-sions Office
is always haopy to present the
facts if inau'ries are made concerning article's of this nature.
Sincerely yours.

Robert K. T,i"Hin<j
Director. College
Relations

apathy

Since I have no idea of Mr.
Lynch's definition of the 'apathetic student' (Is he someone
who is not involved in ASSU, or,
perhaps, SDS, YR, etc.?), Imust
assume that he means someone
who is not graphically i.e., popularly acclaimed as a supporter,
etc. recognized as a member of
some of the better-knowncampus

—

—

organizations.
If this be true, Mr. Lynch is
sadly neglectful of those who
(like most of us) prefer to give
their time and effort to the
"cause' of their choice (whether it
be a neurotic friend, practice time
at the piano, an English exam, a
literary magazine, a painting, or
please note a job).
My point is that, in our system,

—

—

those who would be students, in
any true sense of the term, must
be "apethetic," according to these
definitions. It is these individuals,
however, who are truly involvedin
the business at hand i.e., preparing to take their place in society.
Wishing to remain consistent in
my apathetic exterior, Ido not
condemn those who find their substance in the activities perpetrated by Mr. Robicheaux,Mr. Lynch,
and others like them. Iwish only
to request that the student body
(which, incidentally, Ifind much
more productive than at any time
within the last four years) be considered from a more general perspective and that it be spared
these everlasting harangues upon
a subject which must, by its very

—

nature, engender apathy.

To the Editor:

Iwas amused to note two articles concerning apathy-oncampus in the proceeding Spectator. The subject being so trite,
the only interest engendered was
through analysis of the approaches,
in which Ifound several discrepancies.
Mr. Robicheaux seems to imply
that those students not "banded
together to work for an idea"
preferably in SDS, YR, SIL, or
BSU are "sitting idly by in their
euphoric enclaves." Mr. Robicheaux suggests study of the principles of these groups and of
others concerned with the universal state of man (with which program Ican hardly disagree), but
he seems to omit the possibility of
free choice in joining one of these
groups that is, if one (oh, horror)
would not be labeled "apathetic."

—

—

tastic." Pernaps NASA should prepare a written statement for the
astronauts upon Moon arrival.
The description surely couldn't be
worse than given by the Apollo 10

group

—

My main concern, however, is
in the implication that the group
can be more effective than the individual in affecting needed
changes; four years in this institutionhas taught me that an in-

Valeric Nicholls
class of 1969

on the moon
To the Editor:
Reaching the moon might be
compared to spitting on London

from Seattle. However, Ihave a
few objections, the astronauts descriptions were rather mundane.
Sure the moon is "fantastic," as
the astronauts describe it. But
think how much more vivid the
verbal description wouldhave had
Shelley, Keats or Emerson been
aboard. Then the populace would
not be stuck with "fantastic."
There of course would be technical problems with say Shelley at
the controls. However we can only
hope that the moon landing oroduces better adjectives than "fan-

crew.

Page Five

Ernie Ballard

Sincerely,

excitement
To the Editor:
Ten-to-one it doesn't get printed.
Oh, the letters in the paper are
exciting. In May 9's issue one

guy was short-circuited over some
member of SIL, and a not-soyoung, not-so-old professor raid we
have a troupe of "whores of Babylon" roaming the campus, others
are upset about a wastepaper basket in N.E. corner of the campus,
or some other such thing.
All that ever goes on is one person screaming in fright about
some girls' bare thighs the guy
who wrote the article about the
"lack of modesty" among the
girls says that it doesn't mock
Him He created thehuman body!
The peopleon this campus should
relax, they're all uptight about
who said what so darn defensive
it's fri"htful, have hardly heard
a note of constructive criticism,
this whole scene is like millions
of Mexican jumping beans. Relax, take it easy, unbend your
mind, everything wil be all right.,
papa's bringing some hot chocolate.

But whether this is a manifestation of another generation gap or
merely a difference of opinion between two individuals, let this
member of the over-40 generation
add his view: I'm with you, girls.
Long may they wave high!
T. S. Chihara
Sincerely,
Dept, of Mathematics

life is not the sound of silence, but
the sound of a generation which
will work to ensure that, in
" the
words of William Faulkner,
man will not merely endure: he
will prevail."
Richard Nixon
President of the

signs

graduations

—

To the Editor:

Shouldn't something be done about the building signs which are
in a sad state of disrepair on
S.U.s campus. A more permanent
type of directional sign should be
used in the future.
Sincerely,
Ernie Ballard

—

—

—

BUI Howard

why not
To the Editor:
If Mr. Thompson finds S.U.
stifling, why doesn'the transfer to
Portland? The opportunity for a

solid educationis here for those of
us who spend our time studying
instead of "escaping the confines"
whenever possible.
Yes, I want to be liberated—
from insidious complainers. Who
is kidding whom? If Mr. Thompson really is interestedin political
realities, he will concentrate on
graduating and looking for a responsible position where he can
accomplish something constructive. How easy it is to gripe!
Kathy Feeney

puzzled
To the Editor:

Iwas somewhat puzzled by the
remarks of my young colleague,
Stefan Christopher, in his recent
letter to the Spectator (May 9,
1969). Unless Ihave misread him,
Professor Christopher may have
revealed the existence of yet another generation gap
between

congrads
To the Editor:
Each generation,

shaped by
forces outside and within it, asks
the question it must ask. Some
generations, concerned with the
building of a nation, ask "How?"
Other generations, needing to set
priorities for the future, ask
"What?"
Your generation has asked

"Why?"
As Americans we must together
ask all of the big questions and
seek to find answers. How we

build a better America, what
kind of nation we want, why we
pursue certain goals instead of
others these are not problems to
be facedby one generation and ignored by another. AH of us must
face them.
A college education in the humanities and sciences teaches us
that the real power to deal with
these problems comes out of the
human mind and the human
heart. All power must be di~ciDlined by trained intelligence and

—

tempered by compassion.
Each of you is a center of

nower. Your professional or social or
religious or Dolitical activity will
determine the shane of the future,
of your nation and of the world.
The question asked by your (reneration—Why?
is one that must
be answered not only by the. quality of your rhetoric but by the
aualitv nf your lives. It was in
your college years that you were
first made aware of those "people
talking without speaking, people
hearing without listening."
What you have brought and will

—

continue to bring to American

...

United States

To the Editor:
Your commencement may mark

the beginning of a career. Or it
may provide the opportunity for
you to acquire more knowledge
and skill by the completion of your
college degree or through postgraduate work. Or it may be a
time of service to your country
with the Armed Forces.
Whatever your plans now are,
you will soon become the inheritors of the problems which tho-e
of us in government are seeking
to solve. If you are disenchanted
by our world, you will sooner than
you think, have the opportunity to
do something about-it.
The process of education is a
continuous one. Education is, in
its broadest sense, a gateway, not
a <»oal. Your education has had a
nurno-e. In one resoect. that purpose has been preparation for personal attainment: in another real
sense, your education has been
preparation for public service.
The great social issues of our
time will not be solved by an entire Deonle seeking political or
moral consents. Nor will they
be solved by the continuous process of either tonkin* hack in
an~er or looking forward in futility. They will he solved by a challenged eenersti^n of youth who
will seek out the problems of our
times by reasonable responsible
solutions.
We share a common task to
aocomolish chance without destrovin* order: to create a new
cocietv uoon the
.secure foundation of law. Knr>wled<»e must be
temnered with understanding:
leamino with wisdom. W» need
you c"Me~e. cra^uates of IPfifl to
meet the nrohlems of nu»* world
and to s°ek the promises for a
better one.

—

Sincerely,

Daniel J. Evans,
Governor,

Washington State

—

his and mine.
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terested individual is much more
effective in initiating change because he is not inhibited by a
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Poll Finds Student 'Establishment' Tour
Well Entrenched in U.S. Colleges

Seattle's Cellar—

ByMARSHA GREEN

THE SURVEY
A survey of American college
students has shown that the
"tumed-on" generation is not as
belligerent, anti establishment
and hop-headedas it appears to

-

be.

In fact, the average male college student today is, if anything, more mature than his
parents were at his age. He believes in the establishment, and
only 9 per cent of his fellow students could be described as
"revolutionaries" in the sense
that they feel basic American
institutions should be scrapped

and replaced.
The findings are based on
personal interviews with 1,000
male seniors and 500 freshmen
and oh questionnaires returned
by 673 alumni from 96 colleges
and universities in all parts of

the country.
The survey was made by
Roper Research Associates and
commissioned by Standard Oil
Company (New Jersey). The
study focused on male seniors
in accredited four-year colleges
and universities. It was broadened for comparative purposes
to include smaller but similar
surveys of college freshmen and
alumni of the Class of 1964. In

general, the three groups freshmen, seniors and alumni showed
a marked similiarity of views.

THE SYSTEM
A majority of students agree
that the American system does
need improvement, but they

place the emphasis on improvement rather than upheaval.
Furthermore, most of the undergraduates think individual ef-

forts can bring about the needed
improvement— and they personally intend to work toward that
end in the years after graduation.

While the seniors, alumni and
freshmen are in essential agreement, the alumni are somewhat
more critical, and the freshmen somewhat less critical than
the seniors.
In the opinion of seniors, the

nations four greatest problems
are, in order: race relations
(first, by a wide margin); crime
and lawlessness; poverty and
slum conditions; avoiding future
wars.
Alumni, though, place crime
and lawlessness at the top of the
problem list, and are almost as
much concerned about inflation
and the cost of living as they

are about race relations.
The main points of criticism,
the curriculum is too rigid, not

were Mick McHugh,Kip Toner—
1965 SU graduates and Tim
Firnstahl. Now serving as tour
guides are S.U. students Tucker
McHugh and John Rogers and
1968 graduate Dan O'Donnell.
The tour starts at a local night
spot, the Blue Banjo, and descends from there into the labyrinth of Seattle shops of the last
century, preserved as they
stood. The guides offer a short
history of early-day Seattle and
how the underground came

Most major cities today have
some kind of underground esrelated to life; the faculty is not nearly half the seniors are tablishments—an underground
challenging enough, insufficient- either opposed to premarital paper or underground movie
ly interested in students; stud- sexual relations or believe they houses. However, Seattle has
truly unique underground
ents should have more voice in should be limited to women they the
because it in fact has an undercollege affairs; there is too expect to marry.
much emphasis on grading.
As for religion, well over half ground.
Formed over four years ago
of the students might be called
religious insofar as they ex- due to a newspaper inquiry,
THE FUTURE
Underground Tours takes visitThe overwhelmingmajority of pressed a belief inGod as either ors through a six-block area of
freshmen and seniors are op- a SupremeBeing or a governing Pioneer Square where they can
timistic about their own futures. force that guides the universe.
see a grocery store, Chinese about.
They know where they're going
opium den, gospel mission, and
EARLY SEATTLE history is
THE RESULTS
in terms of a career, and they
print shop.
quite
colorful and the guides exthere.
get
expect
to
fully
The comparative survey of
The underground came about plain how Seattle got its name.
Only 7 per cent of the seniors freshmen was designed to see if as a result of the disastrous fire Originally it was an island with
have not yet decided on a career major changes occur in stu- in 1889 which leveled a great
the unlikely name of Duwamps.
choice. Top preference is for dents' attitudes and beliefs dur- deal of Seattle's business dis- A
land fill connected it to the
business followed by education, ing the course of their four-year trict. In the repair work that mainland.
college
sugcareers.
The
results
government
professions
the
and
followed, streets were raised 10
Planned for only 3,500 people,
gest they do not. The attitudes,
service, in that order.
to prevent the tide from it became overcrowded as peofeet
Most of the students are tak- plans and outlook of freshmen comingin. For four years, how- ple swarmed north from San
ing the prospect of military ser- are substantially the same as ever, the sidewalks remained on Francisco to take part in the
vice in stride, although 27 per those of seniors. They differ the ground level.
prospering lumber business. As
cent of the seniors say frankly only in degree.
PEOPLE PATRONIZED the the city grew, it was renamed
The
the
alumni
results of
sur- first-floor shops and then had to after Chief Sealth, the Indian
they intend to try and avoid it:
25 per cent by legal means; 2 vey further indicate that no cross a bridge to reach the leader.
per cent by any means, includ- great changes will occur in street level. With the advent of
In addition to the problems of
graduates' attitudes, at least in raised sidewalks, the under- the daily
ing going to jail if necessary.
tide rushing in and out
they
the first few years after
ground shops continued in exis- over most streets, large chuckDRUGS, ETC.
leave the campus.
tence for about two years, but holes, as big as 25 feet, dotted
A great deal was being written most of the businesses moved the road. A local newspaper
The students were also asked
about their experiences and and said about students' goals away due to undergroundcondi- advised the need for life rafts
views on such personalsubjects and beliefs, but very little was tions of poor ventilation.
to swim to safety. With a popuAn inquiry to a local news- lation swelling to 43,500, big-city
as drugs, sex and religion.Here, known. Standard Oil (New Jertoo, the responses run counter sey) commissioned the study to paper column regarding tours of problems began to appear and
obtain the actual facts.
to some popular notions.
the underground led Bill Spei- the fire was a relief in some
Less than 25 per cent of the
The participating institutions del, well-known Seattle histori- ways since it occasioned a masseniors said they had ever tried and students were selected at an, to form the tours and his sive rebuilding and repair efmarijuana; only3 per cent, LSD. random but on a weighted rep- guides for the first few years fort.
However, almost half thought resentative basis, and the interthe sale of marijuana should be views were made during the
legalized, though under control- winter of 1968-69. Standard Oil
Sigma Delta CM
First Award, ColUg. Journalism, 1965
led conditions as with liquor.
(New Jersey) was not identified
"All Anwrican" Award, Firit S«m«lcr 1947-6*, Associated Colltglat* Press
Award,
1965-66,
"All American"
Second S.m.sl.r
A majority of freshmen and as the survey sponsor.
Associated CoTl.ainlt Pr».i
of
Award, 1964-65,
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Cleaver's "'Soul on Ice" Points Out
Racial Problems and Injustices
By ERNIEBALLARD
SOUL ON ICE is the story of
bitterness, anger, frustration,
and lustful revenge. The book
should be required reading for
white liberals who claim to understand the Negro problem.

SOUL ON ICE points out that
there is not only a Negro or
Black problem, there is also a
"White" problem. In the opening of the book the reader encounters pure unadulteratedhate
of anything white by Cleaver,
in the end the feeling is much
the same, but, a new ingredient
is added "hope!"
A psychiatrist readingthe book
might aptly remark Cleaver has
a large persecution complex, as
demonstrated by his admitted
rape of white women. However,

Cleaver's recognition that rape

would not destroy white society
might change a psychiatrists
opinion. Cleaver is very literate
and perhaps less pragmatic than
most black in the U.S.
Cleaver's main insight is his
understanding into the vulnerability of the black, why the
white American has not successfully intimidated theblack up till
now. The book was written while
Cleaver was in California's Fol-

Catholic School Pr»«i Auociatlon

Published Wednesdays and Fridays during the school year, except on holidays and
during final examinations, by Seattle University. Offices at 850 Tenth Aye., Seattle, Washington, 98122. Second-class postage paid at Seattle, Wash. Subscriptions: $4 a year; close
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Copyreader: Marylyn Barbosa
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News Editor: Patty HoMinger
Art Editor: Tom Yagle
Assistant News Editors: Kathy McCarthy,
Photo Editor: Don Conrard.
Marsha Green
Advisor: Roger Yockey
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som State Prison.

SOUL ON ICE is certainly a
book that could mold Black
destiny, but white destiny as
well. Every college student
should be aware of what SOUL
ON ICE is saying, for the black's
of Cleaver's world are through
waiting!
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For a personal interview, come to
the United Air Lines Employment
Office at the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport anytime from
8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday, no appointment
necessary.
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Which leads us into a little commercial about NBofC
Special Checking Accounts. Great way to solve insecurity feelings. Because you're never without money
(providing your balance is in balance). No regular
monthly service charge. No minimum balance. Just 10c a
check when you write 5 checks a month. Bettercheck it out.

friendly skies

if

United.

United it an

"qual opportunity employer

Sure you should've. The Airport Bus leaves every
15 minutes from the Downtown Airline Terminal.
Only takes 19 minutes to Sea-Tac's front door
so you're right on time for that standby flight. And
it's a lot easier than rolling a buddy out of the rack
for that long drive. This vacation, catch the Airport
Bus.
ONLY $1.50— N0 RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

.

NBC
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

" DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO lISOOO

AIRPORT v BUS

I

Downtown Airline Terminal, 4th and Seneca across from the
A service of Western Tours, Inc.
Olympic MU 2-5950
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LET US OFFER YOU DISTINCTIVE CREATIVE SERVICES WHEN
OUR ARTIST-PHOTOGRAPHERS CAPTURE FOREVER ON FILM
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Fireside Chat:

ASSU Pres. Bridges Talk Gap

terested in sitting on one of
these committees should get in
touch with me at the ASSU

By DICK McDERMOTT
ASSU PRESIDENT
Editors Note: ASSU presidential statements in this format may be repeated several
times during succeeding quarters as issues and student communicationneeds dicate.
One of the greatest issues
brought up in last quarter's

body.

THE NIGHT of April 11marked our formal inauguration. At
that time we announced the appointment of our Executive Secretary Ann Logan and our
Comptroller Shirley Miles.
We soon found out that one
of the most important things to
be accomplished was the selection of ASSU committee heads.
Ye began with Frosh OrientaMon and chose Bryce McWalter,
general chairman, Kathie King,
secretarial chairman and Mitch

S.U. students must not be in
Other students include: Wenas dire financial straits as is us- dy Forrest, Scott Fraser, Judy
ually thought since the Treasur- Hansen, Cathy Hayden, Geraldoffice.
er's office reports that 36 stud- ine Henderson, Millie Ho, RichNext year the weekly Free ents have failed to pick up their ard Holmes, Kay Hurlburt,
Hour sponsored through the AS- student payroll checks since Brian Jedlow, John Kati c a ,
SU will be held on Thursday April 30th.
Alice Kunz and Louise Longo.
mornings at 11 a.m. An extenAnd the following: Annette
The
advises
Treasurer's
office
sive speaker recruiting cam- that
Lund, Sharon Minami, Helen
yet
students who have not
paign has been undertaken unO'Leary, Lilly Price, Steven
der the directionof the Political claimed their payroll checks Rouse, Glenn Tao, Gene Wilcome
to
the
office
should
and
Union president, John Graves.
liams, Al Zappelli, Libby Zell,
claim them.
Gene Ziegler and Susan Zienke.
The students are: Richard
THE LIST of possible speakers includes: Charles Evers, Bressani, James Bruce, Jeff
William Buckley, Edmund Mus- Burgess, Margaret Callahan,
official notice
kie, George McGovern, Barry Neil Carroll, Bill Cawley, Steve
committee
Homecoming
Daniels,
Patty
Conroy,
Mike
Goldwater, Warren Magnuson,
sign-ups will continue until
Dan Evans, Henry Jackson and DeCosta, Jim Dennison, Rob
Brock Adams. Much work has Dufficy, Tom Esho and LawrJune 2.
been put into this program and ence Farley.
the prospects look bright indeed.
This summer the first vicepresident, Doug McKnight, and
Iand anyone interested are going to work on a new constitution for the ASSU. Upon com:
pletion (the beginning of fall
quarter) the new constitution
will be placed before the stud9514 Roosevelt Way N.E.
ents for a vote.

-

student body elections concerned
a lack of communication be
tween the ASSU and the student
This article is an attempt to
help bridge that communication
gap. The new ASSU officers
have been in office almost a
quarter now and you probably
wonder just what they've done.

36 S.U. Students Fail
To Pick Up Checks

DICK McDERMOTT

Student Personnel Committee,
Corrine Matkin and Bob Larcher
for the Committee on the Joint
Statement and Myra Bisio and
Mike Palandri for the Conduct
Review Board.

FOUR EXECUTIVE assistants were chosen: Corrine Matkin, Mike Fitzsimmons, Rick La
Belle and Bruce Williams (who
will also head a much more
FALL quarter activities calenactive student transfer orienta- dar has been completed by the
program).
tion
second vice-president Joe ZaWolfe, financial chairman.
Next year it is our goal to vaglia and it features, among
Three new University com- seat students on every Univer- other things: a free dance, a
mittees were opened for student sity committee which directly get-away weekend and a new
membership. We chose Lou An- concerns students (including the
movie program sponsored by
tush and John McLean for the Academic Council). Anyone in- the ASSU.
These are but a few of the
things that have been done. We
have bright hopes for nextyear
but we need your help and cooperation. The ASSU doesn't
have exclusive rights to ideas.
A three-story concrete park- pear favorable toward the proj- We're always looking for new
ing garage is slated to rise be- ect. He noted that the structure and different things to do. What
tween Marion and Columbia will be built in removable sec- would you like to see us do?
tions, so that the hospital can What direction would you like
along Broadway by this fall.
It will be built over the park- remove it, if needed, when the to see us take? Think about it,
ing lot which S. U. leased to lease runs out in 1980.
and let us know what you think.
Swedish Hospital last year. Conthat tentative
Adkisson
said
Have a good summer. See
struction of the structure rests plans for the garage may allow
upon approval of the S.U.Board lease of some stalls on a month- you next year.
of Trustees since S. U. owns lybasis. He was not sure whethP.S. Anyone interested in the
the nrooerty.
er the facility would be open position of coffee house manWilliam Adkisson, S.U. vice for public use (which includes ager for next year please sign
president for finance and busi- S. U.) or would be strictly re- up in the ASSU office or conness, said that the Trustees ap- served for the hospital staff.
tact me.

Parking Garage To Rise
Over Broadway Lot

Bob Deltete
Honored

LA. 2-4300

;
I
■

"Our supplies make home-made cakes
look porfessional
and at a frac-

!

tion of the cost."

;

. ..

: Seattle's Leading Supplier of:
:

" GROOM'S
" MONOGRAMMED
" ANNOUNCEMENTS & INVITATIONS
" WEDDING & GUEST BOOKS
" SCROLLS & FAVORS
CAKE SUPPLIES

NAPKINS & RIBBONS

\

IWhat do thebeautiful people do after they've done everything? f*^

Bob Deltete, a senior in the
honors program, scored a "double whammy" in the pursuit of
post-graduate studies.

THE 23 year-old student from
Puyallup won aNational Science
Foundation Fellowship and was
among the designates of the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
Deltete accepted the NSF fellowship for a two-year ninemonth tenure to study history of

Home Cake Decorating Supply ;

':-:"'

<■:;.

They'vetaken thenext chilling step in human experience,
Hhas to do with killing.

'w
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C

11111
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m
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science.

DanHarkins won an NSF honorable mention in electrical engineering. Harkins, 22, from
Snohomish is Deltete's roommate.
Ernest Anderson and Theresa

■

Mcßride won honorable mentions from the Woodrow Wilson

HHb

foundation.

S.U. Teachers
Stage Exodus
(Continued from page 1)

Assistant Professor of Educa-

tion.

NEW MEMBERS of S. U.s
faculty will include: Thomas A.
Blakely, Jr., Instructor of Psychology; Mrs. Ella M. Blumenthal, Assistant Professor of
Nursing: Raymond T. Cole, Assistant Professor of Business;
Dr. Fawzi G. Dfmiam, Associate Professor of Business.
Other new members are: John
D. Eshelman, Assistant Professor of Business; Victor Powers,
Assistant Professor of Business,
and Robert W. Schwarz, Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering.

With
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THE FINANCIAL SITUATION

By Dennis Williams

Thru The Lens '69
With experience the camera
lens becomes the photographer's
third eye.It sees all he sees and
then some. On this page are presented some of the more photogenic SU people and events as
seen through the third eyes of
the Spectator photographers.

THE WEATHER

By Ned Buchman

THE ADMINISTRATION

By Bab Keyel

THE SKYDIVERS

THE ELECTIONS By Dan Canrard (L) and Bob Keyel (R)

By Ned Buchman

THE FREE HOUR

By Dennis Williams

Page Ten

CHIEFTAIN
ORNER

Seattle University athletics, at least the 1968-69
edition of same, will bow out this evening with the
annual All-Sports Awards Banquet to be held at the
Sherwood Inn.
Master of Ceremonies will be Frank Magan.
Following dinner, the introduction of the athletes
by sport and a brief film of the SU-Weber State game
where Coach Buckwalter will review the '68-69 campaign, Magan will introduce the various coaches, who
will give brief season reports and make the individual
awards.
All sports will give awards for Most Valuable Player
and Most Inspirational Player while Bob Jacobs, head
diamond boss, will also single out one baseballer for Best
Hustle; and Tom Page, learned leader of the linksters,
Will issue an individual award to one of the Chieftain
swingers.
John Vandevanter, editor of The Scanner, King
County Labor News, will make the presentation of the
City Freshman Basketball Co-Championship to the Paps,
and will award the Bronze Bat for City Baseball supremacy to the varisty baseball squad.
Next up will be outgoing ASSU boss, Larry Inman,
who will present the Athlete of the Year Award; followed by Larry Kramis, Grad Club President, who will
isue the Scholarship Award.
Fr. Timothy Cronin, S.J., will distribute the All Special Awards from the Athletic Department.
Since this is the last issue for 1968-69, and with an
earnest desire to kep you faithful followers informed,
the Spec Sports Department will have the results of
the awards banquet available to all on Monday for the
modest fee of one smile.
BITS & PIECES
The summer sports scene for
Seattle and the local enthusiast is indeed more promising than it was last year at this time. Seattle, the city
built by suds, supersonic aircraft, and seamstresses, has
now acquired a major league type professional baeball
team and, even though its roots are in the American
League (the junior circuit to some including I), there
is plenty of big league action set to be played at Sicks'
Stadium.
This summer, Seattle will host every American
League club at home, beginning with the Baltimore
Orioles tonight, and ending with the Indians from Cleveland in late August. Those who dare to come out will
see the Robinson Boys, Oliva, Howard, McLean, Lolich,
McDowell, Horton, Epstein, and Mercer (boo) just to
name a bunch.
If the presence of these guys in town isn't enough
to get you off your duff and come on out, figure there
are another two good reasons that Ican think of right
off hand for doing so: one is that the beer is cold and
the other, and Ifeel the best, is that if you come out
and see the Pilots in person, ya won't have to listen to
the wisecracks of Jimmy Dudley or the very plain colorful comments of Bill Shonley. Shonley's not bad (he's a
good hockey hollerer), but Dudley Iliked him better
when he was in Cleveland but then I
couldn't get Clevemy
land stations on
radio.
For the football fans, there is one exhibition
game scheduled (so far) for early August. On the 11th,
the Cleveland Browns will face my favorite NFL club,
the San Francisco 49'ers in either Husky Stadium or
High School Memorial Stadium at the Seattle Center. In
both cases, the pro clubs will be playing on a synthetic
turfed playing surface the first such opportunity for
both teams'lbelieve.
Have a safe summer.

.. .

—

...

—

—

Basketballers Comin' an' Goin'

MIKE O'BRIEN

McQuade was the leading and cinder, McQuade has run a
scorer and rebounder in the 22.5 for the 220 or quarter mile.
Puget Sound League as he averCoach Buckwalter described
aged 14 points and 14 rebounds Tim as "... a fine prospect.
per game.
His quickness and defense should
An excellent defensive player, enable him to play forward and
McQuade is also a track man. we plan to use him there beside
Reported to be extremely quick recently signed Kenny Barstow
on the courts both maplewood of San Diego."

Chamber Champions
DICK BRENNEMAN
TimMcQuade, a 6-7 210 pound

athelete from Glacier High
School, has signed a national
letter of intent to attend Seattle
University.

GOLF

hardware.
The diamond Chiefs were led
at the plate this season by freshman center fielder Bob Polaski
who hit .351, followed by Mike
Mellecki, senior outfielder, with
a .342 average and Bill Tsoukalas with a .340 count.
Top hurlers in the Chiefs'
mound corps were Tsoukalas
who was 6-1 with a 1.98 ERA;
Tom Couples was 5-2 while limiting the opposition to 1.64 runs
per nine, and Terry Gibson
went 3-0 with an ERA of 3.38.

bara.
The announcement was made
in a letter to head golf coach
Tom Page from Stan Wood,
Chairman of the NCAA District
VIII Screening Committee.

.. .

Nickle, California, and Steve
Rohrer from UC at Santa Bar-

Film, darkroom facilities,

and gas money will be furnished.
Apply, with samples of
work, to Bob Kegel, Photo
Editor, at third floor of Spec-

Andy Bruks
John Feeney
Jerry Workman Pat Layman

Nolan Geraths Dave Hatchel
Chralie Dunn Scott McDonald
Joe Schreiner Tim Osborne
Steve Sauve
Ed Laßissionaire
Paul Champoux Phil Kudar
TomPouze
Tim Burke
Butch Hrnicek Bob Polaski

TENNIS
Seattle U. dominated the
Bellevue Invitationaltennis tournament this past weekend, as
the finalists in both singles and
doubles were Chieftains.
Second seeded Brian Parrott
upset top seeded Warren Farmer in the singles final 6-2, 6-2
Parrott is an S. U. senior and
Farmer a sophomore.
The two teamed to win the
doubles title defeating brothers
Glenn and Don Gerstmar, also
Chieftain tennists, 10-8, 6-2 in
the final.

official notice
Friday is Memorial Day and
will be a holiday. Classes will
resume Monday, June 2. Library hours willbe8 a.m.to S p.m.

and so is the product.

Watch the Seattle Pilots
at Sicks Stadium
1

. ..

where you're on top of the
action in the general admission seatsl

RAI
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ORIOLES— MAY 27-28-29

DETROIT
ISCIKVSII

Photoger Wanted:

ment, and experience.

BASEBALL
Seattle University's baseball
team closed out an impressive
season on a sour note last Friday, dropping a 6-1 verdict to
the University of Washington.
The squad finished the campaign with a 20-7 record and the
City Baseball Championship

The NCAA District VIII
Screening Committee has chosen the Seattle University golf
team to be participants in the
NCAA Championships June 23-28 at Broadmoor Country Club,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Seven schools and three individual collegiate golfers were
chosen to participate, with SU
being the only school in the
tournament which is outside the
state of California.
The sunshine state will send
link squads from the University
of Southern California, Stanford,
Cal State at Los Angeles, San
Jose State, UCLA and Fresno
State.
Individuals chosen were Bob
Allard, Oregon State, Art Mc-

SOFTBALL RESULTS
Sunday, May 25
A Phi O's 13, Cellar 3
Trons 22, Taxi Squad 2
Final Softball Standings
1. Forum
7. J S T
2. Chamber
8. Poi Pounders
3. A Phi O
9. Gazms
4. Cellar
10. Heretics
5. Trons
11. H B C
6. Taxi Squad 12. 6thFloor

The Spectator Photo Department has an opening for
a sports photographer with
transportation, good equip-

The Chamber, assured of
either first or second place in
the tennis playoffs, look like
they are the Team Intramural
Champions for this year. They
are followed by the Forum, the
A Phi O's and the Cellar.
The Chamber has been led
this season by such players as:

Spectator Scopes Seattle U Sports Scene:

INTRAMURALS

tator Building.
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TIGERS— MAY 30-31. JUNE 1
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AND
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INDIANS— JUNE 2-3-4

FRANK ROBINSON
BROOKS ROBINSON
BOOG POWELL
ALKALINE
DENNY McLAIN
WORLD CHAMPIONS

KENHARRELSON
SAM McDowELL
MAX ALVIS
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bird's
view
" Commencement
" Move Over BoogFor Scott

Sessions Set for Summer in the City

reational activities for youth at
By ART REIS
Most of the people who live Seattle University, for some of
in Seattle consider our city by the answers.
the sound to be a real haven in
JIM is heading Seattle Unithe summertime. We have nothing to do but sip suds, mow the versity's participation in the
grass, and, now and then, go out National Summer Youth Sports
and watch the new baseball club Program to be held this sumcome from eight runs behind to mer in the new Phys Ed complex.
win by three.
The program is under the
in
a
resort
Seattle can be real
auspices
of the NCAA and is in
peothe summertime for most
ple—except, of course, if you're cooperation with the Office of
Economic Opportunity.
poor, or black, or both.
"The program will run from
THERE are twenty thousand July 28 to August 28," Jim said,
youngsters in the city of Seattle "and will be of a two-fold purpose."
.who are both— poor and black.
"You go barefoot not because
"Our main objective is to give
you want to, but because there's these kids from the Central area
no money for new tennis shoes. something to do we'll have inYou play stickball in the structionin various sports, along
streets not because you want to, with an educational component
but because there's no money designed primarily to show the
for a new bat and the play- kids the importance of an eduground is far away.
cation."

—

YOU ROAM around and get
into trouble. Not because you're
born delinquent, but because
getting into trouble is the one
form of recreation that doesn't
cost any money at all." SumYouthCommittee pamphlet,
he question is asked: "What
i be done?"
?e wanted to find out what
being done, so we went to
Jim LaCour, coordinator of rec-

THOSE participating, approximately 125 boys and 75 girls
ranging in ages from 12 to 18,
will be instructed in basketball,
volleyball and badminton, and,
in the afternoon, outside speakers will address the youths on a
variety of subjects varying from
family life to Physical Fitness
to Education.
"Is SU the only school in this

—

fr

eye

a

area to participate in this type
of program?"
"No. The University of Washington will start a similar program in June," Jim explained,
"with about 300 youths."

by BRIAN PARROTT

...

.. .

Well, this about wraps her up
except
Let's
acknowledge one of the finest athletes ever to attend
Seattle U. His name? Scott McDonald.
McDonald is a graduating senior who will attend
all the commencement ceremonies this coming weekend.
He's been at Seattle U. for four years, but ineligible to
play college athetics after having signed a pro contract
with the Baltimore Oriloles in the summer of 1965.

MANY SU personalities will

be devoting their time to coach
andadvise the kids thissummer.

Jack Schalow, freshman basketball coach, will instruct the
boys in basketball, while Bernie
Simpson, assistant basketball
mentor, will teach the basic
fundamentals of volleyball, and
Barney Koch of the Phys Ed
Department and Intramural Director, will handle badminton.
Sue Hendry will supervise the
girls' activities.
"I feel that if we can get
around 75 of the kids through the
sessions," Jim added, "then the
summer was well worth the efforts of all involved."
LaCour said that he was looking for black students on the SU
campus to help out this summer
as guidence counsellors on the
program.The hours will be from
10 until 2 on Monday through
Thursday for $2.50 per hour,
with the possibility of more
hours as other programs pass
through city council. Interested
students may contact Jim inLA

YOU THINK COMMENCEMENT is going to mean
something to you! Me Donald has been long-and silentsuffering over these past four annums, watching from
the sidelines at Chieftain athletic events, knowing full
well he could have been participating in virtually any
of the sports.
exaggerate?
Youthink I
BASKETBALL: "Scott has thebest peripheral vision
of anybody I've ever seen here at Seattle U." (Lionel
Purcell. viewing McDonald in an intramural championship game) of course, Lionel hadn't seen Lenzy Stuart at
that point.
McDonald was a high school basketball All-American honorable mention in his senior year at Marquette
in Yakima.
FOOTBALL: Scott won All-State honors his junior
year at Marquette as a half-back on the State Championship team. (Incidentally, Chieftains Ed Labissoiere
and Joe Schriner were members of that championship
team. This trio have led the Chamber Intramural teams
to many school championships in the past year)
BASEBALL: This is his sport, After a phenomenal
career as a high school pitcher, he played for an American Legion Team in Yakima. He didn't last long though;
the Baltimore Oriloes signed him for $55,000 after he
pitched his fourth game. (Two of the four were no-

104 or byphone at Ext. 213.

hitters!)

Baltimore sent Scott to Bluefield, West Virginia to
a Rookie League that summer.He wound up the All-Star
teams righthandedpitcher.
"He just has one thing in mmd that's winning
and nothing upsets him in the pursuit of that goal" said
Andy Bruks, a fellow Chamber.

—

I

V

1

W

We

—

APPARENTLY LOSING is a rare experience for for
the 215-pound McDonald. "I remember that they never
used to letus play on the same team together" said
Ed Labisoniere," and since Iwas a pitcher and so was
he, we'd always face each other. And you know something, his team would always win!"
We know this much, we'd all like to see him continue winning, especially in a starting spot on some
major leagueclub.
Boog Powell,move over.
(Thanks for reading, this year's been a gas.
BP.

—
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TUXEDO
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By Rudojker

One of the world's most famousnames
in tuxedos
the After Six label is .1
winner by all standards.

...
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Buy or Rent with Confidence

I

& RENTAL

V

Largest Selection in Northwest

I

(&
i

Wedding Party Specialists

I

NUDELMAN'S

I

1308-2nd Aye.
4735 University Way
123 S.W. 152nd

MA 2-3900
LA 5-9600
CH 3-0800

jk
/CWEST
WATERING SERVlCEj|||||f

fA

I
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FREE CONSULTATIONS
HOW ABOUTTHAT?!
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Equipment

/
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- ./dgS&j/
*BP«y

LA 5-5350
5261 University Way N. E
Seattle, Washington 98105
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CLASSIFIED SUMMER
For Sole
15 SPEED Follis racing or touring
bicycle. 23 lbs. overall weight.
Good details. $90. TM Green. BA
311.
3 PUREBRED male Siamese kittens,
$15 each, Mrs. Stevenson. EA 9-5500.

For Rent

JOBS

No ideas for Saturday night?
try the Hedonist!

MALE OR FEMALE
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
We are hiring students who
are interested in full time

STUDIO and I bedroom apt. from
$61.25 up. EA 9-0642. Manager:
Mrs. Martin, 321 Broadway E.
FOUR large rooms, furnished. 1809
15th Aye. $85-$125. EA 3-2524.
QUIET, modern furnished and unfurnished apartments, laundry facilities, near busline, $100-125. EA 9-6574 or PA 5-6775.

Miscellaneous

summer employment. Those
hired will also have the opportunity to continue employment on a part-time
basis next fall. All jobs
will give you tremendous
experience for your next
school semester regardless
of your field.
oo

TYPING— Term papers, 3 pp. $1.25.

—

Here comes the Hedonist the
entertainment guide to
Greater Seattle written and

"'"

(&iJ&Sd£r&i

i^JSuft«^-^JSJX^ —

ne Hedonist contains unique date

on sale may 26-28

"

■

only $1

"

MA 3-1461.

4 large Rms., Furnished 1809 15th
Aye. $85-125. EA 3-2524.

MARCIEL for the finest in wedding
and portrait photography. LA 3-2403.

MAPLE Lake and Proco all with a
deep significance to two people.
TWO or three girls urgently needed
to share apt. on Capitol Hill. From
June I to August 26. $53.75 a
month. EA 4-3423.

ONE bedroom furnished

apt. $89.50.

WE OFFER
1. Earnings in excess of

$125 per week (guaranteed salary.)
2. Opportunity to work for
one of the largest companies in its fields.
3. Opportunity for advancement through the summer months.
co o

EA 4-1006.

Lost and Found
LOST green rectangular wallet.
Please return. Will give reward
plus cash in wallet. Call EA 9-7806 or EA 2-5251.

STUDENTS your credit is good at ZALE'S

A SUMMER CONTEST
WHICH INCLUDES
1. $15,000 in cash scholar-

ships.

Help Wanted

2. $30,000.00 in merchan-

EXECUTIVE secretary, full time. Further information at student placement office.

dise prizes.
3. 1969 Sports cars, boats &
motors.

Round the World Trips.
4. Twenty expense paid vacations in the Bahamas.
c

"c

QUALIFICATIONS ARE
1. Neat appearance
2. Ability to converse in-

telligently.

3. Willingness to work hard.
4. Ready for immediate em-

ployment.

co

UNIQUE AND VERY

i

INTERESTING

UPTIGHT

It's not hard to get that
way, you know. All it takes is
a wife, a kid, mounting responsibilities, inadequate planning
and you're racked up. So
make financial security your

—

—

Start to plan now for it
by investing in a life insurance
program that will expand as
your needs do. The earlier you
start, the less it costs, and the
more security you'll have a
chance to build.
Give us a call. Or stop by
our office, and let's talk about
how to shun sharks pool or
loan.

—

John Rogers
Ea 4-7792
Robert Pigort
Ea 2-6769

PROVIDENT
.■Jag
Ml)
THAI

$195

$195

5250

"

ALL POSITIONS ARE
MOST DESIRABLE,

PORTRAIT OF
A YOUNG MAN

thing.

"
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APPLY MR. WHITE
Mon.thru Fri., 9:00-1:00
Seattle
623-7676
Great Falls
......452-1053
Tacoma
272-3733
227-3691
Portland
Eugene
343-7747
Boise
344-6549
Idaho Falls
.522-0592
Minneapolis
336-8955
St. Paul
227-8367
Sioux City
277-1651
Sioux Falls
338-0811
Fargo
232-5542
St. Cloud
252-4280
Billings
259-3174
Kansas City
842-1987
357-4169
Topeka
Omaha
341-4736
Lincoln
432-5205
Council Bluffs
322-6268
APPLYONLY AFTER
COMPLETION OF
FINAL EXAMS

W
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large»t selection*
iWhoha« thebrightest
styles?
«A andthe
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largest jewelers.
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